
Translation: 
Test report HELIX COMPETITION RS 6 in the “Car & HiFi” (03/2008) 

 

 
ALL OR NOTHING 
Testing 6.5 inch component systems from 390 to 500 euros 
 
It has been a while since we took care of a comparison of the speaker elite. 
However, normally the best speaker systems of various brands can be found in 
the top class division – except for such exorbitant pricy hyper-references 
which definitely cost more than 1000 euros or are part of the fat cat’s class. 
 

We have drawn the line at a price of 500 euros in order to make sure that every 

professed HiFi-lover can afford the speakers after setting some money aside. In 

exchange, sound enthusiasts should be offered a certain value impression.  

Car-HiFi top-products are on a par with anything and everything concerning their 

sound potential. Such noble chassis would easily fit in a high-end home speaker. 

However, there you would only get spikes and the veneer made out of precious wood 

for 500 euros. Thus, talking to a car-HiFi dealer about your audiophile wishes might 

be an option. But beware! You might become highly addicted! Everybody who gets 

used to such an excellent sound will be definitely spoiled for future bargain hunts. 

 

HELIX RS 6 Competition 
 

In the course of last year’s intensive product revision, HELIX also launched new 

component systems which feature sisal fibre cones. The more economically priced 

model from the Precision Series has been subject to one of our latest test reviews. 

(C&H 4/2007). Now we make way for the RS6 model from the HELIX competition 

series which stands on top of the upmarket HELIX speaker program. And – these 

speakers do look like that. It starts with the mid-bass and its soft parts like the rubber 

surround and the centering device which are made of exclusive materials and glued 

neatly. It continues with a die-cast basket with ventilating cuts – but there is more to it 

than that. The driving system performs powerfully with its very strong 38 mm voice 

coil. However, the core piece is the new sisal cone which consists of a paper part 

finished with fibres from the leaves of the agave plant. Thus, the well-known and well 

proven characteristics of the paper cone were further enhanced. In contrast to the  
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more economically priced Precision model, HELIX splashes out a silk overlay for the 

RS6 cone forefront. The combination of different materials results in an improved 

cone quality. The tweeter RS801 looks exactly like the forerunner model S801. It 

features a 25 mm silk calotte which is also processed outstandingly well. Its volume 

is connected to the cavity below the calotte by a crown of holes. The measured data 

of this first-class chassis is among the best ever generated in our measuring lab. 

Even at highest levels and far below 1 kHz this tweeter is practically free of distortion. 

Concerning distortion, also the mid-bass holds its horses up to the bass spheres. 

However, it produces an unesthetic peak at 1.3 kHz – blasting the top grade. 

Furthermore, it seems to resist the filtering by the crossover but this happens on 

purpose. The intention was not to lower the mid range in order to realize a linear 

frequency response for typical car installations. Concerning the crossover, there is 

not much to say: few but therefore proper components and a tweeter adjustment with 

separate connections in order to avoid the use of jumpers or mini-switches.  

 

Sound:  
Off the top of one’s head, the HELIX system scores with an honest, totally non-

euphemistic sound. Voices and instruments sound beautifully exactly when they are 

beautiful and you can easily indulge yourself in tones and timbres. For example, 

Maria Glen appears with breathtaking details and Norah Jones sounds like amazingly 

soft and creamy. Spatiality and transparency are absolutely first-class. The HELIX 

tweeter renders the complete potential of the recording without overdrawing. Even 

dynamic sounds are more than enjoyable because the RS6 is not only designed for 

listening to quiet sounds. If you want, it also produces absolute levels – clean indeed. 

The bass performs outstandingly, too, and realizes a successful compromise 

between a deep and a firm sound. Drums and e-bass are simply a pleasure and the 

first-class bass never ever blows up the total sound or clutters up the mid tones. The 

system definitely contains an urgent danger of addiction. 
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